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Research,on Evaluation Prograt is a Nor hwest Regional
Educational Laboratory project of research, developMent, testing,
and training designed to create new evaluatiop methodologies for
use in education. This document is one of a series of papers'and
reports produced by program staff, visiting schelaes, adjunct
defolfrse and project collaboratorsall members of a cooperative
netwd k of colleagues working on the developMent of new
methdOologies.'
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How are legal cases used in the education of lawyers? What are.
ttgegsential devices of the cask method in the education of
lawyers? What information might an evaluation case history

contain? These and other questions are addressed in thisreport
which examines the potential of using cases in the education of

. .

.

(

evaluators.
'
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Part I: The Use of Cases in Legal Education

Legal. education in the United States (that,j.s to say,the

three-year programs at postgraduate-,level law schools) has for

many years been characterized both by the use of the Socratic

method of pedagogy and by the study of reported case opinions as

'primary material. Neither this method of instruction nor this

ohqice of study ma terial is strictly necessary to legal

education. One could, for example, simply lecture or develop

programed instruction' about the history and development of
. .

generalized legal principles. Since reported case opinions are
7:"

the raw material with which practicing attorneys must deal el-

Itboweyer,at some point in the student's legal education it would
r

be n sary to expose him to actual case opinions and to teach

him td analyz4 and app) them. Inmost American law'schooli.
,

. ,
Moreover, repotted dad a are used, not merely to acquaint the,

.
a

student with Oi.r fo and application, but as the sole source
.

111 of learning what (Ole law is. The Socratic method of instruction,

by which the teache/ ask'S the student a series th questions and
. i.

, requirez,the stude t to develop his own understanding of the ,.

i*
underlying princi les, cOMplements the use of the case method. .

: -

III The law study tYsstextbooks are, appropriately' enough, called
. i

casebooks. Thes consist almost entirely of reported case
` 44, .

opinions, somet mes with questions following each case, and with W
. citation to oth r cases with similar (or contra ctory) results. ''*:

11 .
Some dasipooks inclide brief introductory and ba ground

.
.

.4,

. i materials; a w add.commentad. They rarely, however, provide .
%. 1.

any structure presentation or straightforward statement.of the
1/

basic legal Principles to be learned: Rather, the student is to
0 . /

extract- an a
i

straceof those principles for himself by the
. .

Caxeful rea ing and analysis of the case opinions. .

\
V
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The casebook authoi chooses the cases he wishes to present

-and organizes them In sections illustratidg tj)e various sub3ect

'matters. The casts will typically be arrangedto show th.e'

development bf a particular concept by successive courts, or to s.
* 1-

contrast different courts' approaches to the same problem

Frequently a particularly important and influentiak case will be

highlighted, and then followed by decisions of later.c9urts

interpreting and,applying the principles enuncigtejn the

earlier case to differeht factual situations. The cases are

edited to some degree by the casebook author: but are not so

heavily ediAted that only the crucial: paragraphs of theopinion

are printed. Rather, it is'an important part ofihe law

student's task to learn to analyze the case th9rbwhly and to

discover which questions are most pressing and which arguments

are mogt persuasive. Ttie factual context which provides the

basis for discussion of legal principles is also included in

as noted, it Is that factual context which colors and. gives

concrete rheaning to the stated principles and provides a standard

for- their evaluation.

Under.. he most traditional and-formal.sort of legal

education, the students are,assigned a group of cases to read,
.

analyze, and prepare. During the class period, one student will

be called upon to orally present his F4epared brief of the case.
-40

The student 'gives a summary of'the most,impottant facts; a

synoposis of the procedural. history of the case; a , statement of
,

the legal issues to be decided by the court; 0 recitation of the

coures,discussion and.legal reasoning regarding those issues;

and a statement of the court's holding and decision on those

legal issues. Th'e opiniOns of any dissenting judges are likewise

cites' .and discussed The student's particular statement of the
P '

gib'

legal issues and of the coures,,holding is frequently subjected

to criticism. (The primary%lesson to be learned here is the
.

necessity of precise statement.) In addition, it is likely that
1 . .

1 the student grill be asked questions regarding the Wye's ,
1

0,4

reasoning.

.

I
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Once the aAigned case has been thoroughly pxpoundeo-and,

explicated, the professor may posa hypothetical fact situation

which varieseither in Character or degree from that presented:by_

Vthe assigned.c4es,themselves. ,T.he studpnt's task then is to

decide how the court would decide the Dypothetical_case,_ _ _ _

supportiog his answer with particular language from the-reported,

case,..if possible. Often the professor will propound a series of

quebtions. That question sequence is designed to elicit answers

that illustrate the crucial factual elements of the decided case,

as welliL the breadth or narrowness of its reasoning.

, This pedagogical technique eimphasizes, in the most concrete ,

fashion, the notion that a court's decision in a given case is

limited in Sits coercive effect to the immediate parties to the

suit and to the particular factd Of that litigation. The court's

reasoning,hOwever, may be applied ,to analogous, although

varying, factual patterns. The student must determine whether

the law professor's hypothetical fact situation is sufficiently

analogous to that presented in the decided case, t at the
.

application of the court's reasoning will produce he same result

or whether, in contrast, the hypothetical facts are

distinguishable in a way `that compels a different legal result.

The usual law school course examination 1.s designed along the

same lines and is meant to test the student's development of

these skills. _The exam consists of several complex hypothetical

fact patterns. For yid', the student is required to fully

analyze the facts and to recognize the various legal issues that

theyraise. He must then set forth the applicable principles of

laW, as derived from the decided cases, and apply them to those

hypothetical factsodemonstrating bow those facts are lnalogous

to or distinguishable from the reported cases. The'student is

expected to make all of the various arguments for the position

each hypothetical party would take. Finally, the student is to

assess the persuasive weight of those arguments in the light of
. 1-

decided cases and to determine the likely resulty/ The answer is

evaluated,tnot for the substance of the student's ultimate

result, but on the quality of his reasoning and 0311 in defining

3
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C
issues, recognizing factual distinctions, and apply legal

. ,

In addition to the application of legal principles to novel
fact situations, the casebook author and the law professor also

_emphasize the historical
development of a legal principle through

examination Of various
courts'' handling of the samerfactual

question. Here is Case I, and here.is Case /I; decided 20 years
laterand ddaling with a similar factual situation. Case II
discusses those principles set forth in Cade I. ,Does Case II
emphasize different aspects of the situation? Does it suggest

.

subtle refinements of the legal principles? Does Case II broaden
the application of %hose principles to truly dissimilar facts, or
does it restrict

those principles W. the facts of Case I?. Doe's
the latter case,conscibusly

or unconsciously reflect changed
social, political, or economic perceptions? OrdoeS it simply

. follow the rule -of Case I, with or without consideration of such
factors?

An eSiential element of theScise method, then,, is a constant
analysis and criticism of the court's reasoning: The professor's
questions are intended

to'stimulate the-student's independent
evaluation of the judge's opinion according to established
standards. , On the one hand; the decision

may be criticized on
purely logical grounds;.the judge* analysis may make an
inpnctive leap without adequate support, therefore failing eft
withstand logical scrutiny.. The opinion is then flawed in its
persuasive and precedential effect. or it may be that the
student is asked to Criticize the case on purely legal:
groundsato assess the particular judge's-own understanding and,
statement of legal principles its expressedby other courts.

Alternatively, it may be that a decision can be faulted on
policy grounds. The court may have failed to take account of
salient social or economic goals. A court may inject its own
view of things into a decision andimnforce

compliance with that
view, Or t he decision

may backfire in the 'face of its intended
.

effect. For example, a decision that was intended to protect
low-income consumers by making it male difficult for'sellers,tO

4

It
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reclaim installment plan goods, may:simRly encourage sellers to

deny credit to poverty-level consumers altogether. Successful,

effective case criticism of this sort,obviously demands close/

reading on the part of the student and considerable depth and

breaath of social and political understanding on the-part f thp

professor% The challenge to the teacher is to translate his own

knowledge into quesEiobs that will stimulate a similar

undarstandfng in. the student.

It is obvious that the use of cases as original material'to
A.

be learned lends itself well to the use of the Sotratic technique
.

of pedagogy. Law professorp who take the Socratic technique

seriously will gt articulate legal concepts or principles, but

would rather require students pp fOrmulate and generalize their

own principles by questioning them about variou aspscts of the
-

assigned cases. Obviously; the study of the ra erial of law

does not mandate this type of instruction; it may often be

appropriate for the teacher to organize and summarize the major

points in the development of a particular concept and to

Articulate a rule, or even a coherent theory, which describes and

explains the results in a set of cases. Even so, the emphasis in)

legal education-today is still upon a student's development of

his or her own understanding of an area of law, not only through

the study of recorded casts, but also through the application of

the Socratic technique to that material.

The successful integration of the Socratic technique with the

case method clearly requires treinenddis ;kill on the part of the
fre

teacher. Proponents of this technique emphasize the value of they

inherent student participation for his own learning, but it must

be remembered that this paciicApation, although active, is nearly

always reslOonsivel ip character. It in the professor who

initiates, who foimuiates the questrong and elicits the student's

response; the response is necessarily shaped and limited by the,

question. The professor's task is to translate his own*

40k Understanding of the points to be made into a series of

question -that is, questions which have been organized into some

logical sequence--which will allow an attentive student to

c
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recognize those points and to extrapolate that organization. Any .

successful teacher must effedkively integrate student.questionst,

responses, and.comments into his presentation'of material,.but

that skillful'integrationis especially crucial where the subject

material is presented almost entirely in the form of questions.

The.law professor poses,a question; the student responds; the

professor must recognize the 'student's level of understanding,

meet itand then elevate it. The necessity of these universal

teaching skilld-is magnified by4the §ocratic technique.

The combination of the case metdbd and the Socratic technique

has a dual purpose: first; to instill in the student an accurate

and coherent set'of legal principles; and second, to train the

novice in the application of those principles to unique factual

situations. The combination cad be a, most inefficient, and

$sometimes wholly ineffective, means of teaching complex
,

principles. It is only too easy for even a diligent law student

to miss crucial distinctions or to omit an important concept from '

his mental outline altogether. The reason for these students'.
ti

confuskon is"the lack of synthesis and clear direction in both

the'instructional materials and in the pedagogical method., The

latter, in particular, is based on the theory (which is more a'

matter than'faith and of empirical demonstration) that students

in some sense learn better when they teach themsllves. Now, it ' t'
.

may be true that learning to'teach oneselfs.(e.g., learning to
.

read a case report critically, to analyze and criticize its

premises, and to geneialize principles from4ts xesults) is

itself the lawyer's most valuable skill. Ip.may also be true

that,the most efficient way to develop that Ikill is by'actually

doing it under I professor's critical supervision. NonAheless,

it fts not unusual for.a:student to mis-learn a concept, and even,

,through his prodigious effortito understand and apply thiit

concept, to reinforce ideas which aceosimpli wrong. Where, as'` 1111

with law,*there is a relatively large body of accepted, highly

complex and subtle principles to be mastered,, the combination of.,

the case method and the Socratic technique is often worse than
.

6
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. . simply inefficient in teaching tbpse principles; it'een
-t,

e
' ,

ssuarely, COunterproductive. -

-

. 0 . ' I,
.

From 4ese students' point of view, the corollary of this -,, .

. , .... . .
6

inefficiegcy is fruistration, The successful use of'the.SocrIatic
. ,

tecbtique'depends heavily on adequate'studentigepiration for the
.

,

. 9rofessoris questions, end adeqbate preparat, ion is4remendbusly
14t _

time-cOnguming. Unfortunately, for many stu
rf
ts there is Simply_

:w
never enough time to devotto to careful read ''''- and analysis of

v/
4 . 1

all of the assigned cases.' ThereNks no buctl.thing as "skimming".. ,
, .

.

, case; it must be read slowly and.carefUly, usually several

411' P

*

times over, with'hstes taken and points .record.. And this must
-r

gall be don,by oneself, for oneself, id-order toxonStr'uCt,
p'

concept by concept and principle by principle, one's own mental

a

,4.

411 ,

point. The'problempf having to teach oneself a very large body
.., . .

. of complex, difficult materialin that it is'timepconsumingbut

with no guarantee of Mastery, can be entirely.irritating--and to.
, ;,

such a degree that it becomes a'further hindrance to learning.
. .

. leis easy to imagine bow,much energy and e46 go itto the

' view of that particdlar artaff law.

.

. .

,Moreover ,
.

there is never any guarantee for ;he studentsppat

time diZigently spent in the'close study of a series of cases -
.

i
'will yield a prop&rtionate share of understanding. .With only

451imal guidance from the material itself, the student is
r

i..

E..

expected to geperate a cohesive.stru,cture of legal principles. -
. k .

As often as not, however, the professors presentftion of that

same paterialbuAds a.cOmpiAe structure, one whibh the student.
does not recogpize. /roniiilly, the harder a *Vent works to'

prepare, the more frqstrated he may become when his laborious
',.

.

built structure does not match the professorrso The student who

pks merely read through, the assigned material, not taking time to
. ,

generalize rUles, may be bettft able to understand the teacher's

a

.

*is

S.

.
6

`discovering,
preparation. Imisgine further the frustration of

.e!

.
.

.

discovering, after so mdth,iffort, that this painfully devised
.

. .
.

mental pictureis'out of focus, or perhigs of the wrong landscape

°I altogether. Law students often feel thethaelves
)

caught in A,

three -way bind: No matter'howlong and hard they. prepare, they .

S 6
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', I
oan'never glean all the'fine points from d case: If they prepare

P . .

too little, trying to grasp simply the points of the ca e, they

1
4-

. k
! cannot follOw many of the or much of the

' . class discussions; and if they prepare diligently and develop
. , . .

/ =

their own detailed understanding of a CfStr they run the risk of,'

.
learning e too

. .,'

Well. The result is more

frustration.
. .'

.

. . . ..

.. .- Too, law student's tend to'be a hoiogen ;ous grdup, at,least in

. . e. .
the sense thatwthey have done exceedingly well In undergraduate

I. .
. schoOl. In the main, they come,to the school confident ip their"

4
. ability to master a body .of subject material,, to learn the:'

. .

answers. Yor many of them,the combination of the /case method and,

the Sikora= technique is a source.of tension'in-its insistence

on the ambiguity and non-finality of every answer. Learning to

tolerate this Uncertainty is perhaps one bf the most chfficvlt

lessons for th laW student, and it is aggravated and intensified-''
. . i.

by the pedigogy'employed.% This is. not to say thacthis is a

disadvantage of the Case method/Socratic technique. On the 1
. , ..

contrary, it may be a distinct advantage, to the extent that this
.

..1

sort of negative capability is an essential professional
t.. .

.

attribute of the lawyer..! It is, to say that, whete law students,
. .

are unaccustomed to this aspect of learning in their

undergraduate education, fecan be an emotionally

..

y' difficult

,

2_

adjustment. .

,
The students unrgraduate experience may not fully develop

. , '
lr all tha learning s aF, uired under the prevailing legal

1" 4, , 1

1 I .. t :1/ ..11

'pedagogy. 4(aw stu L ave.already'learned, only too well, hdw
.

eo leaxn fromteXtbooks and 'lectures; They m4 have had some

experience, in
At

independent study, but even that'lis likely to have

been Structuredor them. With this sort of instructional

bactground, it can be a wrenching aqlestment to be require' to -
. ,

. literally teach oneself complex, detailed concepts with virtually
.

np gutidance. .

,

o,

'It seems to me
%
that the law studeunt is called upon to,see

three distinct learngi skills. 'First,,he must comprehend vast.
. ,

quantities of detailed, complex subject,aatter; undergraduate

;

A

8

$

( Al 4 .
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7
'study, may have developed this ability fairly wiS11. . Secondly, the

student is required to develop his independent organization of
. ,

that material, 'and further, to ahalyze and synthesize this body
. .

of material A a manner that is unique to'him. Here again, the

/ student may have had,die benefit of this experience as an

undergraduate in those courses of study which emphasize the
4

c'
process of reasoning more than the final"product, in which no

"right,answer" is recognized. Thirdly, however,the law student

is expeceted to apply his own mental structure, his own process of

reasoning, to completely new factual situations and to analyze

the likely results. It is this application skill which,is likely

to be new to most law studenti and which is central tothe

lea rning task required of them.- People who have alVays

identified themselves as "good students" suddenly find themselves

expected to useskills which they mayppever have had to develop:

Again, the result isifrustration For adult students with a

successful education career behind them, this frustration at not

bbing able to learn can itself become an obstacle of major

proportions.

On the oar band, it'is certainly true that this learning to

teach oneself is the fundamental skill of a lawyer; and if the

products of our undergraduate schools do, not have this skill upon

entering law school, then the law school is obligated. to somehow

develop that skill. If, as noted above, lawschools uSe the case

method both to teach legal principles and to train students how

to apply those principles, then the tatter goal, at least, is

fairly well served.

In. the day-to-day practice ofelase, lawyers must deal with

"raw" cases; they must decide how a reported decision bears upon

Chefactual cir stances their clients present to them. By

studying cases the- mselves, Students ate forced to analyzethe

sad* material that lawyers must deaf mith. They learn io analyze

?case by doing it and by having that analysis criticized; they

learn td apply the case's principles t6 different facts by doing

_so and havihg that' application corrected,' This is not to say

that the casemeihod could not be conliderably refined and l,

r
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iMPrOVed,PVer its presentiteOtice. For example, that process

could be none more efficiently and less painfully with more

individuil
.
instruCtion-than is noy tiptoe', but that is largely a

r

matter 4econdmics and not of pedagogy. tor learning how to use

cases- -and- that.is an indispensible.skill for a lawyer--the

-Socratid>use of the case'methnd is sure", adequate and efficient, ,

if not actually mandatory.
%..

In Addition, "Elle iocielizing aspect of the case method should
-

'not be discounted. The la rofessor's annoying insistence on

10i
=

always asking one more gies on, adding one more wrinkle, does

have a-Cumulatiive efkelt on the student. After three years of

facing constant dOsitisfaction.with the easy answer, the student

dots become deeply convinced of the lack of finality to any legal

) issue. The medium bders an .important message, i.e., to keep

testing an argument by.takingit one Ogre step. Moreover, the

student domesAbelieve in a sort of legal relativity, in the

idea that results do.and ought to differ according to differing

factsand policies,- eveneven though one encompas;sing principle'is

supposed.to govern all of those differing circumstances. In
.

addition, typical law school instrudtion-teaches, often,

unconsciously, a healthy disregardltor the.legitimacy of a wholly

logical approach to human problem. X law school elites can be an
,

excellent demonstratieh of the limits of rationality. It is a

lesson that lawyers should learn early and remember long.

On a more objeciiiie level, it is clear that the use of cases

is bettereuited to-teaching-scree aspects of law than others.

Obviously, areas t4at are seldom or never the subject of

t' litigation cannot .b'e conveyed through case study. Such areas

include the function and responsibility of the organized bar;

ettical.considerations'in dealing with clients and conducting a

cafe ;, the efficient organization of the courts; the numerous,

practical problems Of running a law firm. The proper drafting

and interipretttiorn of legislatinsnAs likewise unsuited to the

case method. Further, the study of cases is a wasteful and

inadequate means of grasping the historical development -of legal

concepts and of tecogniling and'essessing the unexpressed, impact
1
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of social., economic, and polftica).! factors on p uOcIal

deCision-making. The primary.4ortcomingof legaleducation'has

not been that the case method cannot do everything well,'but that

itoo-often no alternative has been proyided to fill these'

unavoidable gaps.

What can be successfully taught in this way, again, are both

a'yody of pri nciples and their application to particular factual

situations. Further, the use, of actual cases does shed some

light,. however unevenly, on the actual practices of daily life:

commercial and.business practices, family situations and customs,

police policies, general Culture. This adds an extra degree of .

interest to the study of otherwise dry legal principles. And by

constant exposure to varipus factual patterns, the student can

gain some intuitive grasp of the situations that. give rise to

legal problems.
r

Fina1ly, the methdd also stimulates independent critical

5hinking, and gradually some confidence in one's own ability to

deal with the primary materials ofAhe legal profession. The

successful use of the case method can be highly stimulating

intellectually. Perhipps fria'best after all to emphasize the

strengths of the case method in legal education, recognizing its

shortcomings and compenSating for those by supplementation with

other techniques.
.
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Part Its The-Education of Lawyers. ',,

as a Parallek to 'the Education of EValuators
.

What Inforiation Might an Evaluation Case History doptain

c,..
evaluators, then it is necessary Elo, look at what evaluition case

\

1

If case histories are to be'used in the education 40,

histories might be like

ihe format of the ,legal case history is as 'follows:

Nat, ocCase
Case Summary
Headnotes
Opinion of'the Court

An evaluation case history might follow a similar format.

The brief summary provides quick, rAady information on what the

case'is all about.

The headnotes or part of the categorization system.

Headnotes are sentence-length statements of the.principles of law

diecuised in the opinion. The headnotes are numbered, and those
.

numbers are panted at appropriate points within the text of the

opinion itself lo that the researcher can quicklVfind the

s ectipn of the opinion cited inktbeheadnote. In an evaluationr
case 'history,. value principles correspond to legal principles.

It is uncertain whether the headnotes described for legal case
.

histories would be appropriate for evaluation case histories.

AAudicial opinion is divited into five Aria and eacb will

be discussed in turn: 1

5.

"1.

2.

3.

4.

.

present case;

Tbeproceduiarbiltory of tha partitular action;
. . ...

A statement of the factsipf the case;
'V ...

A statemint,of the'legal issue's to be decided by the

court; .

A ditautsion of legal principles, as set forth in

7 ,

''prior cledisconw.and now 'applied to :the facts4of the

.

S_ fir

The result reached in the. case.

r

;
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1. The,Proceduial History

A'legal opinion, will state at the outset whether this action.

is before the trial court oe'befote'the court of appeals.,

Moreover, it will h'e statcd whether one of the parties have asked

for a decision as to only a distinci part of the case at the

present time. If it is an appellate decision Which ii being

reported, it will be carefully noted, not-only which party won

before, but also which issues have been preservid ,for review by

the parties. This suggests that an evaluation case history

report on prior evaluations (if any) Ald indicate if fhe

evaluation Ditties in the present'evaluation are the same or

dileerent from prior evaluations. The procedural history of a

court action Must be thoroughly set forth, becauseithat procedure
. .

legally limits the issues peesented to the court for decision at

this juncture. Correspon dingly, 'the aspects of the evaluation,

which limit the evaluation issues dealt with by the evaluator,
I

can be set forth, Examples of these aspects are as follows: .

(a) The charge-pegotiations-contiact. The charge given
the evaluator by the Client including any
restrictions placed on the evaluator in the
negotiations and contract(if any) will limit the
issuesdealt with.

(b) The audiences. who the audiences4are andlwhac are
their questions will determine 4ssues.

1c) TheitesoU 'rces. usually the evaluator only has
.resources to deal with a few ':major issues.

.Resources include money, time, andyersonnel to
carry out the evaluation.

% . .

2. The Facts of the Case
.

k .
A judicial opinion includes 'a, presentatiop of the facts of

the cafe.` T4 tabts of a case must-be relevant to tAle- legal i

issues of the case,. Not ali caps are pried by a jury, but in.
those which are, the jury recei4vthe evidence, evaluates it __ ;

_ .,
.

and'mfinds the facte-t-i.e., decides which version of the facts
. , .

presented is the true version. The judicial opinion, then, will
/

set fortfi the fa9tkas found by t e jury.

'1. r ,
.,

.
1

.
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In a similar way, an evaluation case history would contain a
-..

stOement of the fadts as found by the evaluator. As with the.

law, tne facts must be relevant to the issues:of the case. For
.

an evaluation, the facts are not decided by ajtiry but area

by- product of the methodology used by the evaluator. If the

evaluator has used an experimental-control design, the facts will '

be about measured outcomes. If the evaluator has used a

responsive approach, tne facts are likely to be about processes,

transactions and human judgments. Hence, besides describing the

facts,, an evaluation case history should describe the methodology

used by the evaluator.

The lawyer's presentationof a set of facts is governed by

the'rules of evidence. These rules have been developed to allow

'the tryer of fact to consider, only evidence that is relevant,

reliable, and not unduly prejudicial. The, rules of evidence are

ilso law. They are leial principles developed by the courts for

their own use. ,Questionsas to the admvsibility of a given bit

of evidence are frequently the subject of written judicial

In evaluation the rules of evidence or the knowledg9claims

are embedded in the methodology. This is another reason why the

methodology used should be indicated. Eva luators trade rarely

.4(
considered the question of the admissibility Of eVidence that may

be.prejudicial in evaluating an entity but is not relevant, to the

isitles under evaluation% As with the law,,thesuestion of the

'idmissibility of a piece, of evidence could be part of an

evsluation caul history.

3. The Issues

The legal issdes are the focus of a court's decision. Stake

and EasleV.(1978),explain what he means by an evaluation issue.
I

An issue is a circtmstance about which people disagKee.
It usually involves "al.cond/tion having some features
causing (ot believedAkcayse) carte* effects. These
affects are valued diffiftently by different people --so

theydisagree as to 'whettier and how the condition should.
be changed.

k
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Thq ingredient? for an issue, then, are the copditions,
the effects, the relationships between conditiorLand
effect, the different valuing, and the alternatives among
courses -of- action for changing conditions. ,

Stake (1'975) explaids pow. he identifies issues and uses

them. He also giveS examples of issues.' ,

Instead of objectives, or hypotheses'as "advance'
d ,organizers" for an evaluation study, I ,prefer issues. I

- (think the word "issues" better reflects-a sense of
complexity, immediacy, and Valuing. After getting

. ,acquainted with a prograp, partly by talking with
. student's, parents, taxpayers; program sponsors, and
(`program staff, the evaluator acknowledges certain issues,
problems, or potential problems. These issues are a

iPtrocture for continuing discussions with clients, staff,

I
and audiences, for the data - gathering, plan. The
systematic observations to be made, the interviews and

(tests to be given, if any, should be those that

. . contribute to understanding or resolving the issues

i
identified.

.

. .
.

In evaluating TCITY, a summer institute for high school
t students, Cra0-Gjerde and I became aware ofsuch ,

issue-questions as:
.

Is the admissions policy satisfactory?

Are some teachers ten permissive?
. . .

- Why do so few students stay, for afternoon?

Is opportunity for training youngerteachers well

.
used?

.

..
.-Ip this institute a "lighthouse"4for regulaf. school

. curriculum innovation?
, ,

What could correspond to the legal issues would be what Gowin

i (1979, p. ;) Calls the tellihg questions of an evaluations

. Accordini 6 Gowin (1979y telling queseani.are the most

'
significant quistions of ar evaluation and are few in number.

They must be distinguished from technical questions. -Telling

question; "tell2on" the context assumed or made explicit by the

. ,evaluation. Telling queTtioTsare ndt always'aUnd in evaluation

'

'4,
S;

. studies; the_onif questions.asketare technicak piestions. In

JOe ev.aluii1ons, tellingquesbions are asked but not aoswe4red-by
.1 %

4.

".... the evaluations.' Telling questions maylpot necessarilxbe made 4
.. .

explicit in an evaluation study but may have to be inferred. In

44.
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an appr aisal of a,Head Start evaluation, Cowin (1979 indicates

that the-teiling'questions,are as follows.
.

. ,

(a) 'A're children who participated in Project Heaa..ttart

better prepared' for kindergarten than those who did

, not participate? .

(b) Can racism in America be combatted through the means
of schooling? . .

.A*., . i
. "1

S

4. The Conceptual Principles \

Legal principles., when applied to the facts o f a case, result

in a decision regarding the legal issues. The discussion of

legal principles is central to the case opinion. The discussi6

is'intended to be a logical, neutral expqsition of legal

principles, derived from precedent,(or from the statutory text)

and reinterpreted in light of, the particular facts /aced by the

court.
-

\*)

It is not immediately clear what aspect of an evaluation,
e

study would correspond to legal principles. The use of legal

principles involves logic and reasoning, and represents the
. .

. el -.......)

conceptu'al side (in contrast to Ole factual side) of a legal
.

.
opinion. Thus a discussion of the conOeptual as/Sects of an

. .

evaluation cold correspond 'to the dilcussion of legal principlles.,

A:discussion of the conceptual aspect f an evaluatidn could

involve some of the following suggestion b .Cowin (1979).' An
1 .

analysis of the key concePs of the e u ign:study could he r-

carrieh out. The telling questions therWelve's usually contaio
.

a * 0 .

two or more key concepts. Some concepts:yin be more important4

than ot hers. Some concepts will subsume'others. It is possible

to draw a concept Map by arranging the coAcepts in Wn'Rrder with,

the most powerful ideas at the top of a sheet of paper and the
. .

4Ubotdinate ideas towards the midd3, 4 of page.. The

operational concepts, those clqsest to the events of interest in

the evaluation, will appear toward the bottom of the page.

:

.

Under the cosceptUalization bf an evaluation twill fall
.. .

I

assumptionft. Usually an evaluator is forced to make several



'Jr

. .

e

assumptions. An evaluation case Would explicate the major
4

assumptions_ of evaluation. ,

The patter of reasoning, the drain argument's and the logip of

the evaluation study can bp/explicated. There will be two types

of claims made by an evaluation study-- knowledge claims anelialue

claims{ We reasoning that leads to these claims can be

discustd,
r

We believe that there is a logic of justifying valuee
judgments or claims. This logic will be briefly discussed since

such discussion rarely-occurs in the evaluation literature. The

-discussion is b4ed on.a chapter by Coombs (1971).
. ,

When an evaluator makes a value judement,ithe evaluator makes

a commitment to: (1) -a value principle, and (2) aiset of facts'

about the value object which shows that the principles applies to

the value object The facts 'and,

premisep of a deductive argument

conclusion. The vilue object_is

the value principle comprise the

having the value judgment as its

the entity being evaluated.

Making a value judgment commits the evaluator to a value

principle because the evaluator's judgiitrit logically implies a

principle'. If an evaluator says that a certain readidg program

iC good, the evaluator makes Iet colsitment to the value principles

that apy reading program like this one is good. It would be

lggiipally inconsistent to assert the judgment and to deny the

value principle. The precise nature of the value principle

implied by any judgment is indicated by the, facts :erich are given

to support the judgment. Suppose that an evaluator says nin is

a good reading program because the studelts improve on h tegt of

reading achievement and become more interested in reading. It

increased Achievement and interest'are what make this a Oood

reading program, it follows that any reading program with these

same features must be regarded as\good. The value principle

implied in any judgment relates the supporting facts to the

evaluative term used in making the judgment.

above, they value principle relates facts about

interest to the-evaluative term "good ".

40
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We know no evalqation report that clearly sets forth the'

logic of the,evaluetive reasoning. The following example taken

from Coombs (1971) is outdated, but still'an example of

evaluative reasoning. Suppose an evaluae9r is trying. to decide

whether or not the U.S.'Ibughtto withdraw from the war in

Vietnam. Suppose that the evaluator accepts the following facts

(f) and criteria (c).

(f) 1. The war in Vietnam is primarily a civil war.

(c) 1. One country ought not enter into the civil. wars
of other countries.

'

(f) 2. U.S.withdrawal will result in a substantially
.reducedrate

(c) 2. It is wrong to kill or to cause a.large number
of killings. 4

(f) 3. U.S. withdrawal would reduce the level of civil
strife pi the U.S.

(c) 3. A stable peaceful society is a good thing.

(f). 4- U.S. withdrawal would free U.S. resources which
could be used. to cope with pressing social

k prob1.ems in the U.S.

(c), 4. It is desirable for a society to have the
resources available to haridre pressing social
problemt.

0
(f) 5. U.S., withdrawal would resultln,a repressive,

. communistic society in South Vietnam.,

(c) 5. Illiberal societies are undesirable and immoral.

(f) 6. The U.S. has committed itself:to defending South
Vietnam against takeover by the communists.

Cc)' 6. A nation Ought to honor its commitments.

(f) 7. U.S: uj.thdrawal would be construed as a sign of
weaniess andllack of resolve.

(C)-/7-4,nation ought not let others think it is weak

. . or irresolute.

Suppose that the evaluator comes to the conclusion that the

U.S. ought to withdraw from the Yiltnamesewar. Suppose that the

evaluator cry to this decision on5the basis'of the first four

facts4istedtabove, and in spite of the'liat three. The

evaluator's judgment implies a complex value principle to the

effect that a nation ught, not Ws involved in-a civil warto save

a country.from a repressive government if that involvement

18
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increases the level of killing in the war and diverts the

'nation's attention from Preisinrsocial problems.

The'facts uSed in arriving 1 a value judgment must ne

relevant. To be relevant to a value judgment,'a fact has to meet 4
A

two conditions: first, it must be a fact about the entity

evaluated, and second, it must Se a fact tg Ohich the evaluator

1

ascribes some value rating., This value rating is know as the

Value criterione, In the above example, each of the factswerb

about the U.S. and thewar in Vietnam. In addition each fact had

p value cr terion associated with it.

What is the difference-betweem value principle and a value

criterion? aloe criteria. are brought to and are involved iin the

makingof th va1,0 judgment. A value principle emerges as

product 6f t value judgment. It is only after a value judgment

has been made and the reasonin4tgiven for it that we know what
.

value principle is implied the judgment. Each criterion

providefthe beers-for eval ating one particular feature of:the

value object; each feature of the value object is evaluated

separately. A *due criterion does not provide the_basis for
. . .

'evaluating the value object as a whole. In contrast, the value

principle implied by the value judgment doesapply to the value

object asa whole:

In the law, Y set of legal principles, applied to.X set of

facts, leads to Z'legal judgment. With evaluative argument, y

set va e criteria associated with a corresponding set of

is X, leads to Z value judgment which implies W value

ciple The'previous two sentences indicate the

nce and contrast between legal argument and evaluative

valuative argument is rarely explicated in an

*vain ;report, but this could be don& inan evaluation case

history.

p: The'Decision -

The court rendersits decision: Y set of principles, applied

to X set Of facts, yields Z result...Corresponding to the
. -

19 \
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decision would be-the answersgiven and claims made by an

evaluation study., Cowin (1979, p. 2) suggests the'f011owing.

'questions. What answers were given to the telling. questions?

t Which questions did the evaluator know he or she failed to

answer?, Which answers di the evaluator,give to questions he or
. .

she failed to as in the b ginning? What ciitical 4,

was the evaluator aware of ?, What claims beyond the original

questions did theelliator make?

Summary of Enformation an Evaluation Case Might Contain ;-

The information that Sight be- prisented by an evaluation case

hisfor-1; could tie partly summarized under the acronymn, CIUEMAC-
.

(Cowin, 1969). QugmAc stands for a series of six questions that

cpn,be asked of any evaluation. These questions; when answered,
. .

give a sense of the whole 'structure of an evaludtionstudy. This

structure is_the pattern of ideas or concepts showIng what has to

be thought about td make sense of an evartfation.. QUEMAC is a

form of meta-evaluation. The six aspects of an evaluation that .

QUEMAC stands for are as.follows. In parentheses are shown the
.

'corresponding aspects of a legal opinion.

Q Questions iThe Legairissues)

U Unquestioned Assumptions (Thq Legal Principles)

E Event or Object Evaluated (Th Pacts of a Cate)-

M Method (The Pacts of a Case)

A Ansjers/Ciaks (The Court's Decision)

C iConcepts/ConeptUal Structure (The,Legal
Principles)

from this six-point list is references to

This needs to be in the information supplied , ra-

The inforiaation supplied under the above six

procedural history Should not be extensive.

What is missing

procedural history.

by a case history.

categories' plus the

'What should result is a brief, structured desdriptiOn of an

evacuation. Thowriter of the case history should expand on

anything that is new or unique to an evaluation. Judges, with

the 'possible aid of their law clerks, write up their legal case

histories. Correspondinglyavaluators can write up their

r
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evaluation case histories. However, SVEMAC is. flexible enough
.

that.persons not assoCiatedWith an evii can read the
. , ..

evaluation.report and write up an evaluation case history.. ilt 0,

lirK. ,

B. EssentiiiiDevices of the Case Method
.

i

r .41
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While the case method of instru6tion has varied considerably

in different courses, under different teachers, and in different

law schools, tihree devices have"generally been deemed essential:
.

'(1) the cesebdok4 (2) the participation of students in the class

discussion; (3) the problem type of examination. Each of ihate

has its vSriation..

1. The Casebook .,
.

. .
...

A casebook of evaluation case historiep could act as
. .."

........

I
(a) an alternative or supplement to practical experience;

(tl), an alternative to reading...evaluation reports 41"
,

It is instructive tb look at what constitutes evelliction

training.. Geptiart and Patter (1976) carried out a survey of

*.institutions of hi) education. which offer training in
Ncl;

evaluation. Eightyone of the ;19 institutions surveyed

411
responded to the questionnaire. Arleadt 54Nercent orthe

institutions which responded regarded courses in evaluation as

being solely concerned with measurement and statistics. These

institutions not teach evaluation theories or models. The

, use of a ca eboog of case historlei by these institutions would

en the meaning of elial Lion. At least 46 percent of the

utliOns required stu nts to,carky out"some kind of

practical training in eyegation. Practical trdehing'is often

Waite to one or two evaluations. The use 6f a caseb ook of case
.

. .

kis
.

t p by these institutions would supplemeht the, practical

experience of students,.because it, Id describe a broad range
: . . . .

of evaluations. There is,a physioaq impossibility of providing
. .

. .

for all tbe.studiRts in the class ready and convenient access to

ist '
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the original reports in the library. The casebook saves wear and

;tear on the .ibrary,'and on the student, too. Ah evaluation case

K., history is a summarized form of the original evaluation report

and,.thus, is Moreiconvenieneand less time consuming to read.

The evaluation case histoiys written with the evaluators ad*

audience, whereas the original evaluation report is written for

the clients. Consequently, the logic and methodology will be

, laid out more clearly in the evalUition case history since the

.writeewill have in mina the evileuators as audience.

If one asks: What cases are included in a legal casebook;

what excisions are made from the original report) how are they

arranged; what materials zeeincluded with them?--one finds.

considerable diversity-in theory and practice. An evaluation

e

4,1

0

.

casebook could include a broadrange of cases or could include
.

...,

cases on the one theme, such as Title 1 evaluations. The

casebook author could choose the cases he wishes to present and

organize them in sections, illustrating the various subject

matters. The cases could be arringed to show the development of ..

w
, . zdoparticular concept or to contrast different evaluators'

approaches to thi same problem.

'The cases co l&be_edited to some degree by, the casebook
/

10-author, but not s heaVily edited that only the crucial

paragraphs of the opinion are printed. Rather, it would be an
1 1

important part of the.evaluation student's task to learn to

analyze the case thoroughly and to discover which questiond are

most pressing and which,erguments are most persuasive. The ,

factual context which provides the basis for discussion of the

alue principles is also
JI
included in full.) It is the factual

ntext which ,colors and gives concrete meaning to the stated

'principles. .

2. The Class Discussion
ft

Student participation in the class discussion is anessential

feature of the case method. It is a substitute for an orderly

and explicit presentation of thPteacher's ideas.about the

22
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subject matter. A student is asked to suFarize orally a case in

he book; the teacher' asks him questions about 'it or, putts to the
students a hypothetical case. TI1 student is called ugon to

defend. the student's decision in relation to the case in the book

ti

N

.4

0

cases. The hypothetica case, skillful' chosen by the

t cher, thus becomes one of Oh= chief instrumen s for pulling

out thesignificancelde the main case d exte ing or limiting

,
its doctrine or ,principle. The teacher, like $ocrates,,asks more

questions than either the teacher or the student can answer.

Socratic questioning could be used.in relation to the logic of

evaluation case histories. ,The logic of the case involves the

choice of facts and their attendant valuejkiteria, which leads,

to the value judgment. A value principle emerges as a product of
/ _-

the vale judgment. class discussion could focus,on the choice

of facts and their attendant valu e criteria as well as on what

value priticiple emerges as a product of the value judgmegt.

Another variation in the class disasion is the student's

statement of the case. The student could be asked to summarize

the facts, the evaluition issues, the conclusion of the

evaluator, mild the reasons which )ed the evaluation to this

conclusion.

3. The Examination

The ca$e method coursirdalld for a hypothetical-case type of

examination. The best skill required for the

hypothetical-case-essay examination is the ability to analyze the

facts and to see all the "points" or evaluation issues involved.

The examination could accomplish this by making the statement of

facts rather coriplicated, so that a half hour per question is

allowed for answering. Part of the examination should be of the

essay type, in order to test the abilit/ to construct a. reasoned
4

/2)argument about a set o facts.

23
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C. Conclusion

0. I

The legal case method can be used as a model for the

eduCation of evaluators. Howeyer, the fit ins not.exact, since in

law one case a used as a precedent for-the argument that is used

in another case. The notion-bl-precedent is'not important in

evaluation. What is concluded in one evartion case is not

regarded as piecedent'fok what is concluded n another

The legai.iase repress the solution to a problem. It is

not 4 problem'to.be solved. In contrast, in business education

the case represents a problem to be solved. In evaluation the

case could represent the soluron to a problem, making a value

judgment. .

r

It might be difficult to write up an evaluation case history

if it is,to ihirlude the reasoning of the value judgment. This is

because (a) 'no o-Valiie judgment was, made in the.eyel Wtion, or )b)

the evaluator did not make a cleat statement of th

led to the,vailue judgment. In contrast, in the

gives the 4b.iio which was used in coming to.a legal

barrier to using the legal modll in egAi training of

..eval)tois is that, at present, .no systilem exists by which

evaltratioq case histories are written up. Evaluation reports`

could not bd. used because they rarely give an exposition of the

logic of ah.evaluation. If the legal case method is to be used

as a model for the training' of evaluators, then save al

4evaluation-case histories Teed to be written up. Section A above

gives an exposition of what an evaluation case history might be

like. -Section,B discusses the essential devices of the case

methods, and how they might be applied to evaluation. The

conclusiohjstbat legal eduCatlon can be used as a-partial model

logic which

the case

decision.

for the Julbation of evaluators.
A
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